
MEDICAL ITEMS.

Great Britain, 34; Manitoba, 25; New Brunswick, 9; Nova
Scotia, 6; Prince Edward Islarid, 8; Newfoundland, 4; British
Columbia, 4; India, 2; New Zealand, 3; West Indies, 6;
Sandwich Islandi, 1. The three oldest living graduates of the
University are Roderick Macdonald ('34) of Cornwall, Joseph
Workman ('35) of Toronto. and F. W. Hart ('35) of St. Mar-
tiville, La.

DENTAL QUALIFICATIoNs.-The Louisville News, in express-
ing surprise at the conviction of a dentist in Vienna for want of
proper qualifications, thus epitomizes what is required of a tooth
extractorin the United States: A hard grip and a strong arm ;
anything for instruments, from a shoemaker's nippers or a black-
smith's tongs to a monkey wrench ; a diagnostic skill (not always
possessed) sufficient to ensure the differentiation of the decayed
tooth from a sound one standing next to it ; and a total indiffer-
ence to human agony.

DIAGNosIS o IUTERINE DISEASE BY THE LARYNGOSCOPRE.-
Dr. Seiler was consulted by a young girl with general relaxation
Of the mucous membrane of the throat, which he concluded to
be due to uterine disease, for which he advised her to put her-
self under the treatment of her family physician, as local treat-
ment of the throat would be of no use to her. fHer reply was:
"Doctor, if I had known that you could see all the way down,
I would not have come to you."-Maryland Med. Jcurnal.

"MORE BABIES" ?-Not long since a doctor was attending a
case of labour. About the time the baby. arrived, an older chick
of two years had found its way into the sick room, and watched
the operation of tying the cord and separating and handing over
to the nurse with marked interest. Doctor supposed little chap
was now busy with the nurse, and proceeded to remove the after
birth, and just as this was about completed, the little gentleman
peeped over the opposite bed-rail and piped out-more babies,
doctor?

EMBALMING.-In a recent article dealing with the process of
embalming, the Lancet remarks that the principal Italian pro-
fessors of this art keep their special processes a secret, although
the chief steps are well known. The process of embalming is


